August 10, 2016

**Big Brother Back Door to Your Medical Records**

Congress wants to pay doctors according to their value as determined by bureaucrats. Now imagine if that’s how you were paid. People you don’t know, with a bias against paying you, create algorithms, take your private data by force and determine if anything you did that month had any value, and if so, how much?

Would lawyers or barbers or CEOs allow this? To measure doctors, a proposed rule makes your medical record an open book. As one physician says, the proposed Medicare regulation gives the federal government “Big Brother back-door access to everybody’s medical records.” He calls it a “Fourth Amendment problem” that will eliminate every last drop of privacy. Will your doctor let the government in? Ask.


Presented daily by Twila Brase, President, Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

*The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 47 states:
Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the CSN network and Bott Radio Network.*